OUR MISSION
Provide access to world markets through excellent customer service

QAI SIGN SHOP PROGRAM
ACCREDITATIONS

Accredited as an NRTL (Nationally Recognized Testing Laboratory) by OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health Administration).

International Accreditation Services (IAS)

CANADA
Vancouver | Toronto

USA
Los Angeles | Tulsa | Miami

CHINA
Shanghai

1-877.461.8378
https://www.qai.org
info@qai.org
QAI Laboratories
@QAILaboratories
WHO ARE WE?

QAI is a testing, inspection and certification body (CB) for electrical products.

Founded in 1994 by a group of experienced professionals, QAI is a third-party organization that has established an international reputation for offering cost effective solutions and unparalleled customer experience.

WHY CHOOSE QAI?

As one of our valued customers, you can be sure you will receive unequalled accountability that extends before, during, and after each project phase. Our dynamic service offering allows us to provide scalable, low-overhead solutions to both the smallest and largest of clients.

WHAT CAN YOU EXPECT WITH QAI’S SIGN SHOP PROGRAM?

1. Sign Shop Listings (Canada and USA)
   - New Custom Signs
   - cQAIus NRTL mark your own products
   - QAI’s process is simple and easy to follow
   - Certify to CSA 22.2 No. 207 and UL 48

2. Special Inspection SPE-1000 (Canada)
   - New or retrofit signs in the field requiring approval
   - Typically Next day service

3. Field Evaluation (USA)
   - New or retrofit signs in the field requiring approval
   - QAI can help with the AHJ